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BIRTHDAY
OF DAVIS
MONUMENT TO THE LEADER OF
THE "LOST CAUSE" UNVEILED TDOY IN RICHMOND.

OTHER CITIES CELEBRATE

Alabama Took Marked Notice of the
Birthday of Davis, Business Being
Suspended.
Legal Obesrvance of
Confederate Me
the Day in Texas.
moriat Day in Louisiana.

five feet.
is made

As soon as the application
it should be plowed or

bar-rowe-

into the soil.
Prunning. In case the trees were
not headed in during the winter, it
Richmond. Va.. June 3. An ever- will probably be advisable to do some
on them now. The small.
cutting
lasting memorial of Jefferson Davis, weak limbs
should be removed, especwas
the president and statesman who
ially the long slender branches at the
the chosen leader of tie "lost cause" top of tbe trees. It should nardly be
end "First and only President of the advisable to remove any ibranohes ov
Confederate States of America, was er one inch in diameter.
unveiled here today as the crowning
This is an extremely critical time
feature of the annual reunion of Con- for the peach grower in this state.
federate veterans. The ceremony was This year's crop is now practically
made the occasion for a grand mil- a failure. We can hardly afford to
itary pageant in which every veteran lose another crop this coming year
in gray who was physically able, and and yet this is almost sure to be the
many who were not. participated. result unless the trees are given the
Mrs. J. A. Hayes, of Colorado Springs, very ibest oare and attention through
daughter of Jefferson Davis, pulled out the summer. They are now in a
the cord that ield the canvas shroud very weak condition and are making
which covered the bronze statue. Her practically no growth. If they are al
two young eons, grandsons of the lowed to stand without cultivation and
Confederate President, caught two without attention many of them will
cords used to complete the unveiling. die before the summer is over, and
The monument to Jefferson Davis is very few will be able to .make enough
the crowning feature of Richmond's growth to insure a crop this coming
great Monument Avenue. It typifies season. Next years' crop will undoub
the vindication of Davis and tho tedly be a paying one and the average
cause of the Confederacy, the leading grower can well afford to spend 4
inscription being "Deo VIndice," (God or $5 per acre for cultivation and ferwill vindicate.)
tilization In order to insure a crop of
peaches for the summer of 1908.
Marked at Montgomery.
Montgomery,
Ala.. June 3. This
E. J. KYLE. Hortioulturallst.
city took marked notice of the un"Mephisto's Son." Majestic, 10c.
veiling of the statue of Jefferson Davis in Richmond today, all business
being suspended for five minutes. MaA PALPABLE HIT.
ny people gathered about the star
In an editorial entitled, "Wages DenpoB the capital steps which marks lusion," the Louisville Courier-Jo- ur
(he spot where President Davis took nal makes an interesting answer to a
the oath of office as President of the Republican newspaper that claimed
Confederacy, and stood with bowed that the cotton mill operators in
beads at the time of the nnveiling.
a
North Germany get only $191.04
The Day in Texas.
vear, while in America they get $304.- Waco, Tex.. June 3. Exercises 57.
were held in many towns of Texas
says "It looks
l
The
today in honor of the birthday of Jef- a little
to see arguments for pro
ferson Davis. Prominent speakers par tection queer
made on toe ground that it
Cici pated.
gives our laborers $304.57 a year, bar
Dallrvs. Tex June 3. The new state ring holidays
with pay. so that the
law which makes Jefferson Davis'
than a dollar a day. Now
(birthday a legal holiday was observ- awage is less
farm laborer at $20 a month and
e
ed today .by the closing of the
gets $240 m money and the
and other federal offices, busi- board
board would, even at a low rate, bring
ness being generally suspended.
the total up as high as that of the
Confederate Memorial Day.
mill operators. It 4s well known
New Orleans, In., June 3. The Con cotton
that the farm laborer has no protec
federate Memorial Day. anniversary tion,
It is hard to see how the
of Jefferson Davie, was observed cottonand
operator gets any benefit
throughout Louisiana today. The mon from it.millLaborers
in many unprotec
usnents and Knives of Confederate ted employments get
more than a dol
dead were decorated.
laT a day. Moreover, the owners of
cotton mills import laborers free from
CARE FOR PEACH TREES.
foreign countries. If the protective
tariff makes prices of commodities
Texas Station Discusses Present Inju- high
and we know tt does why Is
ry to Trees and the Remedy.
on imported labor?
College Station. Tex.. May 27. The there not a tariff
is the logic of protection to la
failure of the peach crop this years That
by a tariff, if it is to be done at
differs radically in two respects from bor
all. but the fact of tt is that it is not
the three of four failures which have intended
make labor high. The
occurred since peaches first began to men who to
this argument In ar
be shipped in carload lots from this tier to get make
labor support ere the same
state fa 1891. First, .heretofore it men who import
labor to keep
baa not been very hard to attribute down the prices foreign
must pay to
to some definite cause, but laborers at home. they
the failure everyone
They
are
the men
seems to have a
this year
who sell to customers in America
different reason for the disaster. Sec- steel
for $28 a ton, and sell them
ond, wiille. the failure resulted in the abroadrails
to $22, making a big
loss of most of the fruit, the trees profit onatan$20
article which confessedly
seemed to have been weakened very costs about $16.
argument that
lXtie, (f any
all. while this year nrotectiion makes The
high wages is a
of trees are already dead ridiculous
a number
fallacy. They tiave always
sod many more will die unless they
been higher in America than in Eu
re given heroic treatment. The ob- rope.
in Europe the highest wagject of this bulletin is to recommend es areBut
England,
paid in
will
growers
which
treatment
the
a
4o
the countries where they are lowassist greatly in helping the trees to and
most rigid system of proTegain their normal vigor and set a est have theBryan's
Commoner.
rop of fruit buds for next year. This tection.
course of treatment has teen decided
"Mephisto's Son," Majestic. 10c
upon after carefully studying tone condition of the trees and visiting the
Jacksonville section and discussing
Look Out For Our Wagon.
tbe situation with, a number of the Our tank wagon is marked Indegrowers
state.
in the
pendent and is on the streets of
4est practical
I regret that the brevity of this
from 7 a. m.. until 6 p. m., each
bulletin will not allow me to go .Into and every day during working days.
tuU discussion of the cause or caus- If you want to hit the Standard Oil
es of the recent disaster. I will only Trust a solar plexus blow, stop our
ay bat the records, both, at this and wagon and try our goods. We must
at Troupe Station, show very plainly have your support, both moral and
any real to live. If the consumers will act
that it was not associated with mainas they talk we will do the rest.
sodden freeze or frosts, hut was
ly due to two principal causes working THE SUPERIOR REFINERY CO.
together, namely; the exceedingly
Independent Refineries.
enild winter and the extremely dry
Phone 413.
weatiter. The first caused the trees
to remain In a semMarmant condition "Mephisto's Son." Majestic, 10c.
fcj which state they used up most of
normal SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATES'
their reserve food before the second,
period of blossoming; and the
PHARMACY EXAMINATION.
dried oat the already weakened fruit
The following persons who took the
buds causing many of them to die examination, at the recent meeting of
during tbe latter part of March, and the Board of Pharmacy in this city
so greatly Injured tfae rest of them were successful:
Xaak they were unable to set fruit
Wtarren R. Cobean. Roswell.
-even after tney had opened.
C. E. Branstetter. Hagerman.
Treatment to Be Given Now.
H. Lv Hardy. Carlsbad.
There probably never was a time
P. D. Reynolds, Lai Lands.
when the orchards of this state
C. E. Mann, Artesia.
as good treatment as they do J. Diefenbach. San Antonio.
this season. Tbe trees are now in
T. A. Butt. Clayton.
praotic41y a dormant condition. UnR. R. Edwards. Porta lea.
less they start into growth within a
M. R.
Roswell.
crhort tine b."y will be nnble to set
J. F. Richardson. Artesia.
anmay
expect
we
so
Lv
C.
fruit buds and
Sbelton. Tuoumcari.
A. J. RoUand, Carrisoso.
other failure tVe cons' tit year
The orchard should
1 Ofttrcfoo.
P. Wahrly, Black tower.
ru given thorough cuttlv4Joa thru-ou- t
O. M. Qwenaby. Texico.
t he summer, or at least until the trees
Siave started, into vigorous growth. Ia
T. H. Craig, Cue Carlsbad tinner.
Courier-Journa-

DAVID HATH

SLAIN GOLIATH
Says Colonel Parker
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Congratulating H. J. Hagerman
His Victory Over

Letter
on

Mm

the Man With

g
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Rosll,

N. M..

June

2, 1907.

letters published
have attentively read the every
good citizen
that
in the Dally Record of yesterday, and I feel
of your action
of Roswell should express to you his appreciation
in your letter to the
as Governor, and of the fine spirit shown
in the beginning
President. I suppose that it ahou'd be granted many
good things,
and as
that a man who does as many things,
in a year as Mr. Roosevelt, must make some mistakes. But in this
case it seems as if lie had made more than a mistake.
I have been a great admirer of Mr. Roosevelt, and asaybeliever
how
to
in most of his governmental policies; and I dislike
which I have
keenly I am disappointed in his second letter to you,strange
inconthe
read with astonishment and chagrin. It shows
sistency of character which we sometimes find in .men; how a great
man, and a noble, and .broadminded, can become small, and narrow, and mean spirited, and cruel, and overbearing, when he
comes to defend an
ani hasty action.
Your own admirable reply so dignified and temperate and
courteous, yet forceful and overwhelming does you infinite credit.
It is a model of invincible statement, .and reply to a surprising
leave these two
and unexplainable assault. You can well afford to.some
at
time write
letters in the hands of the historian who shallgovernment
m rsew
the story of the attempt to establish clean
Mexico.
to .that small group of goverYou belong, my dear
nors in America who have won distinction by a courageous attempt
and personal greed
to extirpate all manner of graft and rottenness
lift
That vou have been successful
mini orui
upon
you by those
is.,,shown by the bitterness of the attacks made
That wt ham been cut down in the midst of
hrt
understanding,
by the hand
your good work for reasons past all
you up, serves only to call nathat should of all others have held your
service; and to emphasize
tional attention to the nobility of
award to
the plaudits which good and thoughtful men everywhere
administration of public duty. You
high minded and unselfish
may rest assured that the strange mistake which has been made
fine career as Governor
in Washington will serve to place yourpublic
honor.
upon a more conspicuous pedestal of
And as to this correspondence, as to which I commenced to
will
men
be that DAVID
write vou, the judgment of thinking yours,
HATH" SLAIN GOUATH. Very truly
(Signed)

PARKER

o

EARLE.

nel through Raton mountain for the
Santa Fe, gave out an interesting interview a few days ago concerning
.the progress of the work. He said;
"The work is progressing in good
shape. All of the machinery is on
the scene, and two shafts are finished. At present we 'nave only excavated about 200 feet in from the west
side. We are in splendid shape to pro
ceed with the work, but are hampered on account of the scarcity of labor
"I do not expect to have any trouble though, in getting a sufficient mum
her. 'We pa them $2 to $2.75 per day
and that is better than the native
laborers usually receive in this vicinity." Raton Range.

d

off-sho-

e

Majestic,

10c.

RAILROADS SURRENDER
From Albuquerque Journal.
A former Wisconsin man in speak
ing of the election of Stephenson as
United States senator in Wisconsin
last week makes this statement in
the course of an interview: "A prom
inent railroad man said to me: 'The
railroad companies of Wisconsin have
surrendered to the LaFollette idea
We have found that we can trust the
people. They give us a square deal.
We do not spend a cent now for lob
byists, where formerly we spent
$200,000 or $300,000 at each session
of the legislature. If a measure is
introduced which is unfiadr to the rail
roads the people are as quick to dis
approve of it as the railroads. The

railroads have always made a mistake in opposing the people. The railroads can trust the people wita more
confidence than they can the politi
cians and the professional lobbyists.' "
Court News Today.
The Jury in the case of the First
National Bank of Atchison, Kansas,
vs. J. P. White, returned a verdict in
favor of the defendant. This case involved some six thousand dollars.
The jury in the case of J. C. Gil
bert vs. David Brock&mith & Co.. is
now out. This is a suit in which it is
claimed that the defendant failed to
s ipply casing as required by contract.
Tne court is now working on the
case of the Home Savings Bank, of
Des Moines, Iowa, vs. K. S. Wood- uff and others, and an effort is beinz
made to secure a jury.

Fight on Church Merger.
Booneville, Mo., June 3. Trial of
the famous Presbyterian church mer
ger case, which was postponed from
April 11 on account of the illness of
Judge Caldwell of West point, Tenn.,
one of the attorneys, will begin here
tomorrow. The case Involves the validity of the union of the Cumberland
Presbyterian and Presbyterian church
steam and hot water: tne "Rarus" es and the title to the property, this
The Junior Union Company.
miners with powder smoke and slak being taken as a test cose. It was
The entertainment given by tlie
ed lime. As fast as the "Pennsylva- brought here on a change of venue
nia" miners pierced the waste with from Warrensburg, in Johnson county. Junior Union Company at the 'Majeswhich Heinze had filled the looted
tic last Friday night was one of unveins, avalanches, of timber and rocks GRAFTERS GREENE AND
usual merit and reflected great crfd-I- t
on those who took part, and also
GAYNOR GET FOUR YEARS
followed by floods of water, drove them
New Orleans, La., June 3. The sen on Mrs. Christian and Mrs. Marraittay
from the "Michael Davitt" workings.
tence of the Savannah court in the vrtio planned the program ixnd drilled
James McQuay. a "Pennsylvania" wor
ker. more during than the rest, ap famous Greene and Gaynor case, in- the little people. The proceeds go to
proached the opening and peered up volving over half a million dollars the Junior Union window in the new
the passageway. A shower of rocks in government contract work on Sa- Baptist church.
era me tumbling down on htan: one of vannah harbor, was
affirmed today
The program, which was crowded
them injuring his eg. By the glare in an opinion handed down by the out Saturday by pressure of other
of the dark lanterns, which the "Ra- U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals. The news, was as follows:
Viola
1. Instrumental Solo, Miss
nts" miners carried, McQuay saw two .sentence is four years imprisonment
barricades behind which the "Rarus each and fines aggregating $575,000. McOonnell.
2. Flower
Drill by little Misses
men ttade, taken refuge. He ordered Judges Shelby and McCormick renGoldy
Amis, Aline Christian,
a full head of steam, end, as he after- dered the opinion, and Judge Pardee Ln-hFarmer. Agnes Martin, Mona
wards testified, "let the invaders have dissented.
Frances Bradley, Ma.ry Lee Miller.
No Mercy for Bank Wreckers.
It." The "Faros" men replied wRh
Ida Bell Christian, Viola Martin and
water and slaked lime. The "PennsylDenver. Colo., June 3. Leonard
A. Hill, convicted of Elsie McEhinney.
vania' men "came IwcX" with steam
cud
3. Song. Elizabeth
Pruit and Ag
and hot water. A bucketfril of flaked wrecking the Denver Savings Bank,
lime, dropped down a chute, knocked will ha.ve to serve their full peniten- nes Mvrtin.
(unconscious,
4.
Tennis Drill.
tiary sentences unless the state board
a "Pennsylvania" miner
5. Song
Aline
and Recitation,
but Just as a "Rarus" miner was of pardons acts. The supreme court
a
lime
down
Christian.
of
bucket
to
handed
hurl another
about
of the sta'e tody
6. A Two Faced Fantasy, by How
he was struck full force by a jet of written opinion in which the verdict
water. He dropped tbe bucket and of the district court wias affirmed. The ard McElhinney, Stanley Sain, Otto
ran. and the force of the stream car opinion states tb-a- t the men had a Farmer. Paul Estes, Terro Watson,
Rob't Martin. Creston Dunn. Gemried the lime over into the "Rarus" fair and impartial trial.
Rogers, Du Dunn and Willie Wester.barricades. Later several men in the
terp.
Pennsylvania" workings were ren THREE KILLED IN
powder-smok7. Reading, Miss Nettie Amis.
A DISASTROUS FIRE.
dered unconscious bv
8. Pantomime, "Holy City."
Newark. N. J.. June 3. Three lives
and slaked Ume which came through
9.
openings
"Uncle Peter's and Aunt Dia
lev
filled
of
were lost and thousands
the
dollars
one of the
and
damage done by a fire which started na's Reminiscences." Paul Estes and
els of the "Pennsylvania.'
1

i

n
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WORK IS PROGRESSING
NICELY ON NEW TUNNEL
T". T. Kelley, former treasurer of the
State of Kansas and now represent
ing the Lan try Sharp Construction com
pany of Topeka, Kansas, wnicn nas
tbe contract for digging the new tun- --

ver

land Mary Goodmrm.
15. Instrumental Solo,

Mc

Defeat," Mr. Har
rington and Aline Geldert.
Those who took part in the Tennis
Drill, the Tableau and the pantomime
of the "Holy City" were Misses Elva
Glover, Leita Estes, Miary Goodrum
Nellie WesterJohanna Vesterterp,
terp, Stella Farmer, Aline Geldert
16.

-

ARE GETTING
READY

-

Gertrude Carlton, Lulu Amis, Marie
Watson, Eva Everman and Olive
Amis.

LONDON DISPATCH SAYS AMERICAN FLEET IS PREPARING FOR
TROUBLE IN CHINA.

SHARP BREAK IN
PRICE OF STOCKS,
New York, June 3. There was a
sharp break in the prices of stocks
QUIET IN SWATOW
in the early dealings today, which
wias partio'ilarly severe in Pacific
railroad and copper industirials. These
suffered losses between two and
three points each, and sold ait lower
prices than in the break a week ago.
The discouraged tone of public utter Although There la Great Anxiety as
ances by the head of the Haariman
to the Outcome of the Revolt. Japsystem, unseasonable weather for anese Politicians Uneasy About Recrops and freight business, contrac
lations With United States.
tion in various branches of industry.
lower prices for copper and additional
exports of gold affected the market
unfavorably.
NEW COMMANDER
ISLAND

LEAGUE
NAVY

YARD

Philadelphia, Pa., June 3. Captain
Edwin Pendleton,
until recently in
command of the battle ship Missou
ri, entered upon his duties as com
mandant of the League Island Navy
Yard today. He succeeds Admiral Til- ley, who died in March.
THE IRISH BILL
WILL BE DROPPED
London, June 3. In the House of
Commons today. Premier Campbell
Bannerman formally announced that
he government, in view of the rejec
tion of the Irish bill iv the Nation
alists convention at Dublin, had de
cided to drop tne measure.

London, June 3. A dispatch to the
Dally Mail from Shanghai says the
American Pacific squadron has been
ordered to concentrate in view of
possible disturbances in the southern
provinces of China.
Quiet in Swatow.
Amoy, China, June 3. Quiet is
maintained in Swatow, though there
is great anxiety as to the outcome of
the revolt In the sunroundang country. Many refugees continue to arrive
here, and a number of missionaries
have reached Swatow. The conditions
at Chang Chow, where there is a
small American mission, and at Siow
Ho are unsettled. The rebel leaders
allow no looting, and no foreigners
have been molested, so far as known.
Trouble Also With Japan.
Tokio, June 3. Leading persons in
and out of politics seem to have apprehension regarding .the future relations of Japan with the United States.
Actual hostility,
however, is not
thought of; but it is considered here
that thiat the peculiar positions in
which the federal government is plac.
ed in regaird to state autonomy and
the defiant attitude of the labor int

RUSSIAN REVOLUTIONIST
REACHES NEW YORK.
New York, June 3. Captain .1.
Kook, lerader of the famous Finnish
Red Guard revolvtionarv
militia of
Finland, although
searched for by
he secret police of Russia and all
Europe, has arrived here safely, in.ys
he World today. There is a price of
many thousand rubles on his head
but Kock declares he will continue
his work for the liberation of Fin
land, and that uprisings greater and erests against Japan's treaty rights.
more terrible than itliose of the past' as- - manifested In the second
San
will confront the Russian government
Francisco incident, make the situa
o
tion dangerous.
Musical Program.
o
McKay pre THE HAYWOOD JURY
Mrs. Katheryn Audrain
sents Mists Nina Rabb in a. pro-'-aFINALLY COMPLETED.
of sons, I3is.si.ted by .Misses ElizaBoise, Idaho, June 3. The Haywood
beth Fitzgerald, Grace Geyer, Theo jury was completed and sworn In toBean day. They are: Thomas B. Gess. real
dore Bell. Winnie and
Accompanist, Mrs. C. D. Thompson. estate; Finley McBean, rancher; Sam
Tuesday evening, June 4th, at 8:00 uel D. Oilman, farmer; Daniel Clark,
o'clock at the M. E. Church, South. farmer; George Powell, rancher; O.
Program.
V. Sebern. farmer; H. F. Messecar.
(a) Sunshine. Carrie Jaobs Bond.
farmer; Lee Scrivener, farmer: J. A.
(b) A Little Thief, Leo
ern.
Robertson, farmer; Levi Smith, car
1. Rondino. Enk'imisen.
penter; A. P. Burns, retired rancher;
When the Heart is Young, Dudley Samuel F. Russell, farmer.
Buck.
After a good night's rest William
2. Rigaudon, Chaminade.
D. Haywood wias apparently complete
Sing, Smile, Slumber, Gounod.
ly restored this morning, and express
3. .Heliotrone, Sehultz O'Neel.
ed himself as feeling "first rate." He
Springtome, Becker.
took the regular exercises on the
4. .Minuet,
Schubert.
lawn around the jail. The trial was
(ra.) Japanese Love Song.
resumed at eleven o'clock.
(lb) My Love is Like the Red Rose,
Eight Jurors in Schmitz Case.
Hastings.
San Francisco, June 3. The third
5. Soarf Dance, Chaminade.
week of the trial of Mayor Schmitz
fa) An Open Secret, Woodman.
on the charge of extortion began to-b) Blossomtime, Needham.
with eight jurors in the box and with
the prosecution limited to one per
Notice to the Public.
Notice is hereby given that we, the emptory challenge, and the defense
inder?i.s?ned, from and aftor this the two.
first day of June, 1907, have no interest whatever in any business Mrried THE EDDY COUNTY
JAIL IS EMPTY.
on at tbe place about 1
miles east
f Roswell known as "Hinkle Town." From Oarlsbad Sun.
The jail doors have been open for
80d5t-wl- t
(Signed)
the past two weeks, not a prisoner
R. F. GAYLE,
being confined in Eddy county. This
H. DIVEX.
event, for
s certainly a noteworthy
Ladies' Garment Workers.
it means much to the tax Davers of
B3.1timore, Md., June 3. The Lad Eddy county. It is a question whethes' Garment Workers of America te- - er crime is actually on the decrease
u their convention here today, with or by careful management of the jus
delegates present from all of the local tice and other peace officers the ma- unions in the principal manufact-iring
;oritv of offenders are made to pay
centers of the country. The sessions small fines and thereby obviate the
will continue several days.
necessity of placing them in Jaii.
o
The Majestic has installed a brand
Cement Works at Elida.
new moving picture
which
many
days before
will
not be
It
will be used at tonight's performance.
This is in line with the management's Elida will be supplied with cement
rrMicy of constant improvement.
As of her own product. One car of mafhe business grows the biergest part chinery came in Sunday and all other
shipped about the same
f the nrofts will be given bask to material wasone,
ime as this
and should no doubt
he public in improved service.
arrive at an early day. The machino
ery is being rapidly installed, and SuThe Presbyterian Society of Chir's- perintendent
McNaught is highly elat
ian Endeavor holds a social tonitrht ed
the bright future that swims
it the residence of J. M. Peacock. to over
be in store for his plant. Elida
The admission fee charged is to be News.
an Irish potato.
o
The Record is informed that Miss CAR&BAD IS GETTING
GOOD ADVERTISING.
Mary Greenlee, who left
for
Carlsbad Argus.
St. Louis, and notfce of whose depar- - From
The advertising to be gotten out of
are was in the Saturday's Issne. will
coming celebration at Carlsbad
study nwsic while in St. Louis. She the
will more than pay any citizen for
was accompanied as fai-- as St. Louis the
and trouble of preparing for
by Miss
v'.to went from the time
of the guests. The
entertainment
Ky.
Mayfield,
in
home
to
there
her
Argus understands that those who
are pushing and managing the affair
Electric Fans. Majestic, 10c.
re all business .men. whose time is
fully occupied by their own business
OIL, OIL, OIL.
but these gentlemen have gone
poods at honest cares; the
If vou want
matter in a businesslike
prices, call no Phone 412 and ask our about
way,
and to the credit of Carlsbad be
wagon to deliver you our hih-grad- e
said,
they
are meeting with the
it
oil or gasoline. Give us a trial and let hearty
of every one. not
you.
i
convince
only in Carlsbad, but in every town
CO,
THE SUPERIOR REFINERY
in the Pecos Valley, and the celebraIndependent Oil Refineries.
tion bids fair to be the greatest ever
Phone 412 given in the Southwest.
R-b-

-

'

gat-orda-

76-t- f.

The Roosevelt County Telenone
according to the Farwell Times,
is building a ten circuit toll line to
the new town of Clovis. As the Times
truly remarks there Is nothing like
the telephone for saving trips across
country or waiting for trains at the
depot, when- - you might as well ring
Fair tonight and Tuesday; station up central and find out 'before you

BUREAU.
(Local Report.)
Roswell N. M., June 3. Tempera
ture. Max.. 90; min.. 60; mean, 75.
Precipitation, 00; wind XV., velocity
8 miles; weather clear.
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
U. S. WEATHER

early this morning tn the Newark Elizabeth Pratt.
10. Tableau.
Turnvereln Hall, 188 William street.
11. Reading, Mrs. Christian.
Janitor of the bail, and his wife and 12. Dialogue, Elsa Glover and Stel
child, all of whom burned to death. la Farmer.
, ary temperature.
The flames, fanned by a strong wind, . 13. Moving Pictures.
14.
Circumstances AJter Cases.
spread witn great rapidity and for a
time a general conflagration was Olive Amis, Eva Everman, Elsie Glo
.

Viola

Connell.

80

'

.

A letter press, cheap,
received today indicate that the dam- FOR SALE:
age done by Saturday night's water
as good as new. Inquire A. J. Nisspout will probably be over $50,000
bet.
It
In central and eastern Kentucky
o '
small buildings, livestock, etc, were
Electric Fans. Majestic, 10c.

Electric Fans.

ffi

Underground Battles.
In the "Fight of the Copper Kings,"
in the June McClures, C. P. Connolly's amazing story of Montana reach
es an astounding climax. The install
ment gives the history of F. Augustus
single-handeto
conflict
Heinze's
drive the Amalgamated (an
of ti-- Standard Oil) out of Montana.
Connolly tells of the legal battles,
conflicts to the political field where
Heinze scored again and again against
his enemies, but the most astounding
parts are the descriptions of hand to
hand conflicts in the mines when
Heinze. in the face of Injunctions, us
ing his "Ranis" as a base, started to
extract the rich ores from the veins
Davitt" and tne
of the "Michael
Amalgamated miners .broke Into the
same veins and attempted to stop the
work. We quote Connolly's words on
one of these battles:
Their Masts finally blew Into a
winze which led up to the Heinze
workings, forty feet above. The way
was clear, and the battle began. The
Pennsylvania" men fought witn

threatened. Eight families occupied
rooms above the hall, and policemen
rescued the women and children "with
difficulty.
An Elevator Accident.
Akron, O., June 3. Ten persons
were injured in an elevator accident
at the plant of the Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Co. today, the most seriously
hurt .being W. F, Stafford, who may
die. The cable rope supporting the
elevator broke, causing the oar to
drop .two stories.
Waterspout in Kentucky.
Lexington,
Ky., June 3. Reports

Furthermore, the cigars never get dry
when they are with the apples, and,
at the same time, never get too. moist
Some of my friends to whom I have
explained this thing have tried othe
kinds of strong flavored fruit instead
of apples. One man insists that he
gets the ir.ost delightful nssults from
oranges: but apples suit me best and
I stack to 'em. New York Press.

-.

"

THE GRILL CAFE.

Apples Flavor Cigars.
"Why do I keep apples in the desk
my cigars? said the elwith
drawer
derly business man with novel ideas
"Because it gives them a fine and
distinctive flavor and also imparts just
sufficient moisture to keep the cigars
in perfect condition. I discovered the
thing quite accidently.
I'm fond of
apples, you know, and like to keep
some around my desk for a nibble or
two occasionally.
Generally I kept
the fruit on top of my desk, but one
day the dust was so bad that I resolv
ed to place the apples in a drawer
There wasn t a drawer sufficient empty
tor the apples except the one in which
I had cigars. It didn't took like- - a
good combination, apples and cigars
but into the drawer went the apples.
A couple of hours later I felt the
need of a smoke. The delicious flavor
the cigar had surprised me. It was of
a make I had bean smoking for years
but I never had noticed that flavor
before, and I enjoyed the smoke so
much that I hat it up with another
from the same drawer. The result
was the same, and then the presence
of the apples with- the cigars suggest
ed a solution of the mystery.
"From that time on I have kept my
cigars with apples, and have smokes
that are distinctive and a real delight

publishes
herewith,
Record
(Col. Parker Earle. whose letter
.Republican, though ne 'nas never actively participated
is a life-lonin politics except as a voter. He eJoys a national reputation both
writer on horticultural and
as a practical horticulturist and as Roswell
know, he and Jas. J.
other subjects. As many people
Hagerman are not very good frien38 a private matter indeed .but
approval
of the letter
it renders the more forcible Col. Earle's his conviction
that Presiwritten toy the younger Hagerman, and one
greatest men
as
of
the
dent Roosevelt whom lie has admired
inexcusable
in the world has in this case made a miserable and
written for publication, bint
mistake. This letter was not originaUy
letin seeking expressions of opinion on the Roosevelt-Hagermaters, the Record learned that the letter had been written, and succeeded in persuading Colonel Earle to permit its publication. Ed.)
iHon. H. J. Hagerman.
My Dear Sir: I

NUMBER

wtasnea eway.
Incendiary Fire on Steamer.
New York, June 3. Fire supposed
to be of incendiary origin was dis
covered in the steerage of the White
Star Line steamer Oceanic at on
o'clock this imoraing, and it was not
brought under control for two hours,
the hold being flooded.

The Big Stick,

post-offic-

,
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Why Not Try One of Our 25c Breakfasts?
stirring the soil care should be taken
to cultivate shallow so as to destroy
as rew roots as possible. The ground
now faas a fine season in M. and every
effort should be made to keep plenty
of this moisture in the soil for the
use of the trees.
Fertilizing. The trees should also
receive a liberal application of fer
tilizer. The fertilizer should contain
a rather large percentage of nitrogen
so as to force as much wood growth
as possible. The fallowing formula
should give good results 1.000 pounds
of acid phosphate, 900 pounds of cotton seed meal end 100 pounds of nitrate of soda. About 250 pounds of
this mixture should be applied per
acre, which will be about two pounds
per tree and will cost about 12.50. In
this fertilizer there are two sources of
nitrogen.
Then nitrate of soda will
act at once upon the trees, and about
the time it is exhausted the effects
of the cotton seed meal will begin to
be felt. In case it is impossible to
secure either acid phosphate or ni
trate of soda, cotton seed meal alone
should give good results. The appli
cation, however, should be made witn
out delay so that the trees will begin
to get the hene&t of the fertilizer as
soon as possible. The fertilizer should
be applied by hand around the tree,
beginning about eighteen Inches from
the trunk and extending out four or

II

M. WRIGHT, Official la Charge.

Co.,

start.

Electric Fans.

Majestic,

10c.
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QUAKER WHO TURNED PAINTER

i

Brushes

under the Act of ConarM ol March 8, 1879

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, Per Week
Daily. Per Month
Daily, Per Month, (In Advance)
Daily, One Tear (In Advance)

15c
60o
60o
5.00

An elegant line of Brashes for the Hair, Teeth,
Nail, Bath and Clothes.
Popular Prices.

PUBLISHED DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY BY RECORD PUBLISHING CO

MEMBER

ASSOCIATED

PRESS.
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Fascinating fctery of a Little Lad Who
Mas Become On of America's
Greatest Painters,
The magnificent mural paintings, of
C. T. Turner are among America's
art treasures. How near this famous
artist came to being forbidden an ar
tistic career because his Quaker par
ents objected on religious grounds is
told in the New Broadway Magazine.
When It came time for the email
son to take his place among the wage- earners of the family and that time
came early he communicated to his
father his intention of being an artist
As bas happened so often, the fath
er objected. Not only did It seem to
him most unpracticable from a monetary standpoint, but also contrary to
the Quaker doctrines. In a family
where brass handles on furniture were
removed because they were considered frivolous, and were replaced by
knobs of dark walnut, this was not
a matter of small importance. More
over, the father had intended that the
boy should be a pharmacist.
A compromise was at last reached.
The painting of pictures was out of
the question, but architecture recom
mended itself to the Quaker mind as
serving an utilitarian purpose. At the
same time, with the possibility of mak
ing infinite charts and drawings, it
approached closely enough to the pic
torial to satisfy the young Charles.
Three years of apprenticeship to an
architect followed. Then, having come
to the realization that the construction
of buildings and the painting of pic
tures are decidedly different phases
of art, the boy took a position with a
photographer, and eventually accom

Classified "Ails.

Great Gdiiiedy Program

CASH FOR SMALL ADS.
Small ads., under one dollar,
must be paid in advance. We
do this in order to avoid the
keeping of many petty accounts,
tf.
RECORD PUB. CO.

At The Majestic
"Mrs. Smither's Boarding Schood"..

910 feet

"The Servant Problem Stilled"
887 feet
Total Laughs..........
.....1797 feet
The sunniest program of the Spring. See it at
Saturdays Matinee 3:30 or in the evening 8:00
and 9:00.

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. G.
Sklllman.
42tf
FOR SALE:
8 H .P. gasoline engine. L. K. McGaffey, 108 N. Main
street.
26tf
FOR SALE:
Good buggy and harness, $25.00. Apply 605 N. Main St.
72tf
FOR RENT:
Furnished house, suitable for two families, 808 N. Richardson a ve.
80t3

Payton Drug, Book &
The man wdo masters himself is ed to adopt and advertise the title
of Parson" before somebody started
free. EpictetuB.
something worse.
GROWN-UP- S
Stationery
Company.
Shall we say that Mr. .Hageraran
As a letter writer Mr. Hagerman was
"fired"
for being too friendly to
certainly acquits faimeelf with digniTwo doors North of
Co.
the Democratic party, when Mr.
ty, lucidity and convincing power.
Roosevelt himself has not only stolen
practically all of Mr. Bryan's platHow contemptible a spectacle is form, but appointed a Democratic
Co
stoops
even a great man when he
governor? It was purely personal a nal desires to have distinctly under
it
petty anger and personal Quarrels.
little matter of creating an opening
that it has no fault whatever to
for "one of the best men in my regi- stood
9 gentle milch cows
FOR SALE:
find with the acting governor in mak
There are times in every man's life ment-"
at $38. For particulars call at Enter
ing
appointments,
these
not
and
does
when the clasp of a friend's hand
prise Hdw. Co.
78tl2
believe that he could have made any
means more than all the words ever
The Record and the Albuquerque better selections. But that has notn
FOR
SALE:
12
vacant
spoken.
lots on
Journal published both the Roosevelt ing at all to do with the case. The
South Hill, for
of actual
letters and Mr. Haswman's reply. fact remains just the same that if the
value. Carlton & Bell.
The charitable view of it is to say The gang organs published only the Pennsylvania land deal is the heinous
Teddy lost his temper hut oh bow one letter of Roosevelt in which he crime which Mr. Roosevelt has as
FOR SALE: Some choice residence
that reduces he size of the great flew off his trolley and abused Mr. sumed it to be, then Mr. Otero and panted him (to New York.
lots, well located, at
square dealer.
Hagerman. It is only fair to 'their Mr. Hopewell are ten times as guilty
From the tinting of photographsprices.
CARLTON & BELL.
readers to give them as a matter of in the affair as Mr. Hatgemman, and a phase of work at that time immense
FOR
SALE:
20 acres,
reply
Hagerman
news
ly
popular
pastel
in
house,
the
letter
he
yet
into
Hagemnan
drifted
figuratively,
is
suggestion
that
and al
Elder C. C Hill's
artesian well, some fruit. Best barthey publish most literally,, kicked out of office for work and water colors, finally taking
President Roosevelt's Jaw is so hea- to the President. Dare
gain in the Valley. Carlton & Bell.
vy it makes his backbone wabbly, both sides of the controversy. Are the part he took in it, while the oth iid oil portraiture. His success over
High grade Tents, Household Goods
such papers either honest or entitled er two gentlemen are honored by Mr. came even the Quaker principles, and FOR SALE.
needs no further proof.
One rotary and drop
to be called NEWSPAPERS?
Roosevelt's governor ad 'interim, with dignified the work as a profession, in
composed of Furniture, Commode
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
appointments to responsible positions the eyes of his father.
of
Just wait until the old gang
or
Oasis
write
the
Ranch.
29tf
presumably
president's
with
the
ESCAPED
HIS
ATTENTION.
Curry
convinced
that
grafters become
Dressers, Bachelor Stoves, Beds and
knwledge and approbation.
UNVEIL JEFFERSON
Is a Democrat and ask for his remov- Pram Albuquerque Journal.
Good gentle, fresh
In the light of 'these facts, Mr. Roose
DAVIS MONUMENT FOR SALE:
Bedding.
CALL AT ONCE.
Here is a New Mexico land affair velfs
al. Then Teddy Is going to show his
milch cow. Price $45. Must be sold
pretence
removing Mr. Ha
3. Never
Va.. June
Richmond.
teeth again.
which has evidently escaped Presi- german solely onofaccount of that
at once. Inquire at Record office.
gen
dent Roosevelt's attention. It is a tleman's connection with the Penney! again in the old capital of the Confed
80tf.
a good deal more repre- vania land deal is shown to be such a eraoy wiill the rebel yell ring' out with FOR SALE:
It Is now up to the President to transaction
or
miles
of
Three
regards
president
four
than
the
hensible
as when, this
explain why his letter was given to
transparent pretext
it becomes such patrioticy intensity
open woven wire fence: also
the one for which he removed Hager- merely ridiculous, andthat
afternoon, the veil was Jifted from the
unworthy
se
the Albuquerque Citizen for publicaof
fence posts. Apply Oasis ranch, or
and therefore it is clear that
statue erected to perpet
tion after he had bound Mr. Hager-ma- man.
consideration. It would have magnificent
phone 347.
07tf.
this one has somehow escaped his at- rious
more creditable to a man uate the memory of Jefferson Davis,
to silence.
been
much
tention, because Mr. Roosevelt believ- occupying the high office of president Mrs. J. A. Hayes, the only surviving FOR SALE:
acres,
600
fine,
level
es in the "square deal" we know he
land, rich soil, 5 miles from RosUnited States, to have told the daughter of the leader of the Lost
In regard to that land deal now does because he has told us so too of thetruth
well, $700.00 per acre. Carlton &
about the matter, and sim Cause, assisted by her sons drew aside
why did the Plunderbund appoint Mr. many times to leave room for any plain
ply said that he removed Mr. Hager the fluttering flag that concealed the
Bell.
Hopewell (who "delivered the Demo- mistake about it and to remove a man
because he wanted the place for stone emblem of the Southland s love
cratic party") to a Territorial office? man from the governor's office for another
Five acres on South
Then a presi FOR SALE:
for its dead leader.
man.
Albuquerque Journal.
having been guilty of an error of Judg
Hill, one block from Main street,
dential salute was fired, the bands
meat, and on the same day put in
at
a
price. Carlton &
of
sacrifice
played "Dixie" and the thousands
To Feast in Lion's Den.
of the same office a man who,
Bell.
wit
to
gathered
veterans
Confederate
The Record would respectfully sug charge
Sioux City, la., June 3. The roar of ness
with others, had been "guilty of a
ceremony broke into that
gest to the Albuquerque Citizen that criminal
lot with
to defraud the gov lions and the menacing growl of ti wild, the
cheer with which they FOR SALE:
exultant
explosive adjectives alone are aeitner eminent,"conspiracy
as
gers
serve
will
big
cats
and
other
"square
not
be
house, water in house, windwould
a
their victories in the
celebrated
had
common
evidence nor argument. A
accompaniment
a
ban
a
to
musical
deal," and Mr. Roosevelt would never
days when they were engaged in a
mill and cistern, $3,000. Apply to
scold Is simply a nuisance.
have done it if facts in the case had quet to .be tendered the newspaper death struggle with the boys m blue,
Miss Nell R. Moore, American Nanight
tomorrow
men
City
Sioux
of
not secreted themselves.
In that yell there was a note of pathos
79t3
tional Bank.
by the management of a wild animal for
A story from Washington indicates
m
again
gather
veterans
case
to
we
which
The
been
when
refer
has
the
to give stated as follows by
that the President refused women's
Hag- show playing here during the June Richmond a decade hence the strag FOR SALE: Nice 'house, well locat-ed- ,
anv advice on the subject of
erman, in his reply to the remarkable festival, which began today. The din gling survivors in the battle with age
artesian water, plenty shade.
Mouldings, Sash, Doors,
will be served in a 'big iron arena and time will be too weak to oneer.
bats. But the story Is not vouched letter from
President Roosevelt which ner
Business out of town demands partigers
lions,
dozen
containing
a
and
for. Kansas City Times.
Oak, Ash, Hickorv.
com
Lee,
D.
frand
Stephen
surrepititiously
Evening
Citizen
the
General
ties
cheap.
will
attention,
Car
sell
gave to the public we say surrepiti-ously- , orther "rare wild beasts," and a band mander of the Una ted Confederate Vet
Redwood, Fir, Cypress,
&
lton
Bell.
guests
play
file
dirge
as
into erans, presided on the speaker's stand
will
a
the
out of respect for Mr. Roose- the
Poplar, Basswood, Cedar, Lime,
Since President Roosevelt has call- velt, because
cage.
placed
at
will
be
The table
and gather- FOR SALE AT HALF PRICE: Six
we have too high a reat the monument,
Cement, Plaster, (ilass, Plate,
ed the current animal story writers gard
one end of the arena, while the ani erected
most
many
the
were
of
gentleman
tent
believe
houses,
him
to
that
12x14
for
with
ed
each
about
feet
expected
to account, he may now be
mals will be kept at the other end eminent men and women of the South
Fancy Mantles, Grates, Tiling
letgiven
5x12
out
porch,
good
would
ft.
his
plank
have
that
he
floors,
the
in
to Dotnt out the Inaccuracies
of the cage closely watched by the Prior to the unveiling speeches were
4
giving
on
publication
Mr.
sides,
ter
ft.
without
large
for
windows,
three
Ft.
den.
Btory of Daniel in the lions'
possible adie bv Governor Swianson, Mayor
Hagerman a square deal, by causing trainer, soby as to prevent anybeasts
screened, and
cloth top, at
Worth Record.
to McCarthy, of Richmond, and General
the
Spring River Sanitarium.
his reply to accompany it. But here is attempt
76tf
part
feast.
take
the
in
gov
deliverEvans,
the latter
the paragraph referred to and the
Clement A.
dayEvery minister should be In favor ernment records wil show that it is
the
of
nrincioal
address
ine the
Marble Workers in Boston.
FOR RENT.
of the Y. M. C A. All of them neea entirely correct:
a glowing tribute to Jefferson Davis
Boston, June 3. Marble workers on the occasion of the 99th aniversary
young men iu their churches, and "In December. 1903. the United States
Large front room,
nothing does more to train young men Land Commission, with Surveyor Gen from all sections of the United States of his birth. Brief addresses were FOR RENT:
'phone 149.
for active service In tne enure a man eral Llewellyn and Secretary Ray- - and Canada are assembled in Boston also made bv Mrs. Norman Randolph
today for the convention of the In chairman of the central committee of FOR RENT:
the Y. M. C. A.
nolds, then acting governor, as mem ternational
Furnished rooms. 205
which will be held the Jefferson Davis Monument asso
N. Lea ave.
bers, ordered the selection of a large here during union,week.
80t6
presi
the
ciation; Mrs. Geo. S. Holmes,
timber land for the benefit
Now that the fellows whom Col amount of A.
FOR
rooms,
RENT:
Nice
furnished
ana
others.
dent of the aissooiation
Schomburg. The selec
one T.
close in, reasonable. Phone 196. ,
Watterson calls the "pert paragraph- - of
Alabama Honors Davis.
Following the unveiling ceremonies,
tion was made, and the territorial
80t3
3. The an garlands of flowers were placed on the
Montgomery,
ers" are after the President, he will board,
Ala.,
June
with,
Acting
Gover
I
believe.
probably be forced to stop writing let nor Raynolds as
nual celebration of the 'birthday of Jef monument by Mrs. Webb and Miss FOR RENT:
Two
rooms
accepted
member,
furnished
a
newspaper.
ters and start a
ferson Davis are being held through Hayes, grand daughters of President
for light house keeping; also one
Schom burg's application, received the out
Alabama today. Public exercises Davis, and by the officers of the Un
room.
Apply
price and delivered .the deeds. This
509 N. Lea. 80t2
other
will .be held in nearly all the larger ited Daughters of the Confederacy,
The Record told you last week that has been investigated by the Depart cities.
RENT: One of the finest resigoing to ment of the interior ,and on February
the Confederate .State Memorial asso FOR
the Albuquerque Citizen wassomebody
dences in Roswell furnished. Modciation, the United Song of the Con
spring a sensation soon if
20, 1907. Assistant Attorney General
ern in all its appointments. Splenfederate Veterans, the Jefferson Daviis
Celebrate In Missisippi.
didn't come along with about $26.50. Campbell gave an opinion that these
did location. Millice & Wilson, tf.
Jackson, Miss., June 3. Owing to Monument association, and other sou
Well, that Roosevelt letter was IT.
officers are guilty' of criminal con
trib
spiracy to defraud "the government, a provision made iby the last legisla thern patriotic societies. Floral
general
and yet you retain them in office and ture, the birthday of Jefferson Davis utes from the veterans and
TO LOAN.
StHl, we should be a Utile careful make one of them acting governor is being celebrated throughout Missis public followed and the monument
sippi today as a degal holiday. Ail was almost buried in the avalanche
bow we leer at Colonel Bryan for tak until Captain Curry's arrival."
MONEY TO LOAN,
CARLTON
ing op the Populist doctrine of InitiaIn this connection, and out of regard banks and many 'business houses are of flowers.
4. BELL.
06 tf
tive and referendum. Some Republi- for the public good and the public closed. Public exercises will be bald The exercises at the monument
can president may be preaching that purity, we desire to call Mr. Roose in nearly all the cities of the state were preceded by a parade that will
stuff before long. Kansas City jour velt's attention to another circum under the auspices of .the Daughters go down the most memorable in the
WANTED.
historv of the Confederate organiza
nal (Rep.)
stance which he seems to have over- of the Confederacy.
tion. Through streets decorated with WANTED:
looked, and that is the fact that his
First class, gentle sad
thousands of flags and emblems with
Eelection In Portland.
once. Box 553. 78t3
horse,
dle
at
Bryan's Commoner thinks that now governor pro tern, of New Mexico, ap
playing
patriotic
airs
Portland, Ore., June 3. City elect dozens of bands
Boss Ruef, having confessed, ought pears to enjoy thorough immunityas Ions
marched,
veterans
of
WANTED: to buy good gentle fresh
are being held In Portland, today the thousands
from 'that punctiliousness which,
to send back all those "stand-pa- t'
was after a campaign which has been wag led by carriages containing many of
Milk Cow 1210 N. Main St. 80t2
and Roosevelt medals he wore when indicated soby all the symptoms,
or
women
ooutn
tne
most
eminent
the
violent In his own case. ed with considerable heat since the
he beaded the Roosevelt delegation recently
togeth
statue,
WANTED
A ranch cook at the Ham
Davis
Jefferson
The
ago.
primaries
Both sides
a month
the following brief statement ol
from California to the last Republi as
cost over ilton Stock Farm, two miles east of
well known facts will show: Mr. Ote are claiming victory and the result er with the memorial arch
cs, pstioiwLl convention.
ev
imposing
ro, when he was governor of the ter wdll not be known until the count of $100,000 and Is the 'most
Military Institute. Man and wife
er erected in honor of any Confederate
ritory,
made a contract with Colonel tickets has been completed.
preferred.
79tf
Phone. 281,
Daugh
years
many
the
leader. For
Will the Albuquerque Daily Citizen Hopewell, as representative
the
women
confederacy
ters
and
now tell the dear oeople whether it Pennsylvania company, for the of
the
of
the
of
sale
Sons of the Revolution.
was President Roosevelt or Major a certain tract of land to the afore
the South generally have .been col
uenver,
wno of
l., June 3. Men
LOST .
lecting funds for this purpose and the
Llewellyn who furnished H the Roose said company. The trade was com trace
ancestry
revo
to
their
the
back
velt letter for publication? We do not pleted by the gentlemen named, the lutionary times, and whose forefath statue is a monument of their patriot LOST:
pin with pearl set
Sunburst
accuse "Bull" Andrews, because he deeds made out, and all tne 'terms ers fought under Washington during ism. The bronze statue is of a heroic tings, an heirloom. $5.00 reward for
4s too smooth a politician to have ever agreed upon. All this was done before the "days that tried men's souls," ere size and stands on a twelve foot pe
return to Record office.
78tf
It was drawn to its present
made such a "fool break.
Mr. Hagerman came into office, and here In large clumbers for the eigh destal.
through
Richmond
streets
of
the
site
nothing
to
with
it.
he had
Then teenth natioml congress of the Sons by 3,000 children, wio did
do
folding
pocket
LOST:
Black
book.
the hauling containing, besides other things,
n
303 NORTH flAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.
letters when Mr. Otero's term expired. Mr. of the American Revolution.
The
Presi
of a double rope almost
were the main topic of discussion In Hagerman was appointed as his suc dent Roosevelt, who is a member of bv means
some
Modern Woodmen receipts to
long.
mile
ouarters
a
three
of
Roswell all day Sunday. Even some cessor, and in the course of his duty the society, sent a letter expressing
I. J. Ballard. Reward for return to
seventeenth annual reunion Record
office.
of the ministers referred to them in and to secure the payment of the regret that he was unable to come willTheclose
80tl
rally
wdth
grand
tonight
a
their addressea from the pulpit. Noth- purchase .money to the territory, he to Denver. The sessions will extend of veterans, sons daughters, sponsors
ing has ever more profoundly stirred turned over to Col. Hopewell the deeds through tomorrow and Wednesday. and maids at
Horse Show building
the thinking people of Roswell than to tne land which the company had A banquet will be served 'by the Colo Thousands ofthe
visitors will go from
long ago .bought and given a note for rado society during the convention
the publication of these letters.
Now, according to Mr. RooseveH, in and a reception will be tendered the here on special excursions to Wash
Hagerman which visitors by the local chapter of the ington and New York.
The Carlsbad Argns is worried his letter to Mr.
o
Mr. Roosevelt's fool friends have giv Daughters of the American Revolution
about the Record editor "posfog as a en
in Louisiana.
Observed
was
public
sale
land
to
the
this
Excursions have ibeen arranged to
Parson. The people of Roswell under so grossly
New Orleans, La., June 3. Confed
fraudulent that Hagerman many points of Interest in the state.
e
was thrust
DIAMONDS Young man, before yon purchase the ring you intend
stand that the
Memorial day marking tne birth
upon him toy one of our leading min was summarily removed from office including Cripple Creek and Pike's erate
giving her, be sure yon inspect our stock of Diamonds, the swell-eaniversary of Jefferson Davis, is being
to
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over
having
turned
Peak.
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for
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roster
The
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the
of
lot in the city.
who
chewed the editor
in
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legal
holiday
generally
observed
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a
the deeds to the land, which congress Includes many names known The usual ceremonies including the
little debate. The term was so much company
We have, without exception, as fine an assortment of
JEWELRY
adminis- throughout the country.
milder than many other things the had been made by a former
decoration of Confederate graves, were
the very best Jewelry you can find anywhere. What is nicer for a
o
editor haa been called that he decid- - tration, and for which compensation
gift than a nice piece of Jewelry?
Legal Blanks of an Kinds for sale held here.
in the form of notes had been accept
ed. This would seem to show that at the Record Office.
Building
Roswell.
in
the deal with the Development comAt the present time there is a great
pany must have been very rotten, and
building
done in Ros
being
deal
of
that the chief parties to the transacwell. This is principally of residenction ought to be severely punished.
The name af the "Victor la Boawell."
es, which are much needed, and win
But whet are we to think when we
outskirts
trip
A
the
rent
well.
around
learn that the gentleman who was apLadies
of the city will show new houses go
pointed to act as governor till the com
ing up 4n every direction. The great
A bright bay stallion, with black
Let
ing of Governor Curry, has Just ap
er dumber of these are small cottag-- mane and tail. Weight about 1,5001b ;
pointed to high and honorable posi
gust. The squadron will reach Hamp16
Kipling
hands high. Has fine styla and
Commencement at Annapolis.
.but a number of handsome resi
tions, both the gentlemen who acted
Woodruff
&
Annapolis, Md., June 3. Seventy-fou-r ton Roads the following day and will
DeFreest
Is seven years old and has
action.
being
erected.
are
also
dences
principals
as
In
which
land
deal
the
Furnish
proven himself a getter of colts of
middies graduate from the naval remain until Monday, when the midwas so thoroughly fraudulent and so
academy this week, the ceremonies shipmen
fine size and style.
Uncle Sam Sells Lota.
You
utterly rotten that the honor of the
will fonm a part of the guard
beginning this morning with the offi
Lawton, Okla.. June 3. The govern
administration required the removal
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President
Roosevelt at the Georgia
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reception
Quanah,
meat
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in
the
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at
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With Your
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of Hagerman because be had afterKiowa, Comanche and Apache "big
he usual drills and exercises will day celebration. After an Inspection
wards taken a merely pro forma part
Live
Dainties For
Stock Com'sn
be held tomorrow
Wednesday.
pasture, commenced today and will Will
the Newport News ship yards tbe
in it?
he stood at $12.50 to Insure a culminating with theandgraduation of of
continue from day to day until all mare
naval academy boys will leave far an
Your Parties.
foal.
Mr. Otero and (Mr. Hopewell have
with
Cheapest Money to Loan
tne third section of the class of 1907 ocean cruise, arriving at New York
lots are disposed of, the proceeds
been appointed by Acting Governor
Will make the season at Robt J. on Thursday.
to the Indians. Each successful McClennys.
The secretary of the Che last of the month. From there the
Raynolds as two members of three,
2
on
east
Second
miles
navy, Victor H. Metealf will deliver sqruadron will proceed to New London
pay
onerequired
will
to
bidder
be
Kipling's
Store to bare exclusive change of the con- Opposite tha Post Office quarter
of the purchase price on the street, and who is prepared to take an address and present the diplomas Conn., and the next two months will
struction of large and valuable additThe farewell ball to the graduates will be aptnt in cruising ajaai. the New
day of sate.- Similar sales will be care of mares.
ion to the territorial capital a ve
take place Thursday night in aranory England eoaaL
held at Isadore, beginning June 13;
ry Important board, and one demandhaJL
Apnea tone, beginning June 24,. end 7. G, Urton
Sons,
ing the service of the best and most
Koonkazaohy, beginning July 6.
Next Friday the middles will leave
The regular meeting fat the month
trustworthy men of the territory. And
on the annual summer cruise, which of June will Jw iKebl
th,. nit.v noun.
OWNERS.
in tola connection the Morning Jour-will last until ba latter part of Au ell Tuesday night.
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Trade Directory.
Furniture Stores.

Abstracts.

CHARGES

Photographers.

HESS & CO. Successors to Walton
CARLTON & BELJL.
Most complete DILLEY FURNITURE CO. Swellest
First class photographs, enlarge
set abstract books In Pecos Valley. line oi.iurniture in Roswell. See us ments,
and views.
lor Kerr iterators.
Twenty-fiv- e
years experience.

f!HlWl
p.

rfWTMTV

A

T1QTR

A

r"T CO.

Gayle, manager. Reliable ana

Jr.

prompt.

zo

Architects.
J.

M. Nelson.
J. M. NELSON CO..

Oklahoma

Blk.

5H37.

n

?;;tl30n-iKEntSIKN-

Roswell.

Painters & Paper Hangers.
E. L. COOPER.
Painter and paper
banger. My painting is first class.
R. L. & T. H. M ALONE: Office over
Phone
rlrst Natlial Bank, phone 262. Let I215.hang paper the right way. St26
us protect you against loss by fire.
Fire Insurance.

Butcher Shops.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Insure ROSWELL
me new ugm ana power. rnone
131 ana l&u.

Grocery Stores.

Piano Tuners.
Fresh meat
WESTERN
CO. The GOOD
GROCERY
TUNERS, like good pianos.
staple and fancy groceries.
leading grocery store, nothing but are scarce. Try Bernard Pos, the
U. S. MEAT MARKET. Keeps nothJ the best.
expert plaao tuner for both. Oppo
lng but tie best. Quality our
site P. O.. "phone 85.
CASH
&
GROCERY.
motto.
Kirknatrick
Prunty. Prop. Strictly cash. Our
groceries are the best.
THE SACRAMENTO
MARKET.
Printing
107 N. Main. Phone 425. It's theCards, posters, comPPRINTING:
place to buy your meat..
Qrajn, Fuel & Hide Dealers.
mercial stationery, booklets, cataSTAR MEAT MARKET. The place
logues. The Dally Record.
lor good corn fed beef and all oth ROSWELL WOOL & HIDE CO. Let
er meats. 123 N. Main at. 'Phone us furnish you with your Grain. Coalj
Racket Store.
56.
and wood, we buy hides, phone -- 0.
RACKET
STORE. Dealer in
'ROSWELL
TRADING
CO.
Coal THE
Notions, China, granlteware and
Hay,
and Grain. Always the best cooking utensils.
Bake Shops.
East Second St, Phone 126.
HOME BAKERY. Fresh bread cakes
Real Estate.
and pies, made fresh every day
Harness & Saddlery.
Special orders for parties, etc
COOPER & MILLICE. Real Estate,
HA nn foot urea
Room 8, Texas Block.
J. F. PATTERSON.
the finest line of leather goods in
Blacksmith Shops.
CARLTON & BELL. Do the largest
ine recos valley.
real estate business in the city. If
THE TCY1S CHflP DnhW
you are in the market to buy or
norse shoeing,
wheel work, plow-- i
sell, see us.
Hardware
Stores.
work, and tire setting.
EDWARD A. FINNEGAN.
Garst
HARDWARE CO. Whole Bldg. (210 N. Main).
T. M. RABB'S SHOP.
I sell strictly
ill
kinds ofj ROSWELL
and
pipe,
sale
hardware,
retail
per
on
5
black ami thing and wood
cent commission.
work.
Rubber tires and horseshoeing my pumps, gasoline engines, fencing. KELLAH1N
k CALFEE. Real es
specialty.
THE ENTERPRISE
HARDWARE
tate. Make a specialty on city proCO. RosweU's growing hardware
perty. 303 N. Main St.
store, tne place where you can find
& FLEMING:
Book Store.
GILMORE
Real Es
just what you want in hardware,
322 N. Main.
Live Stock. Garst Buildtate
and
INGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE. Lat-- I
ing. Room No. 8.
est books, stationery and Deriodi- - W. P. LEWIS HARDWARE CO
cala.
The largest house in the West. Po- List your property at lowest possible
lite attention, complete stock and price with Miss Nell R. Moore, rear
right prices. We solicit your busi
American Nat'l Bank, 'phone 47.
Billiard-Poo- l
ness. First and Mam.
Halls.
T.

C MEAT MARKET.

I
-

tl-j- va

i

i

BILLIARDS,
POOL.
Brunswick Bajke Coll.i Co. equip-- )
menu lieo. a. jewett. Prop.

BOWLING.

i

Hotels.

UILKBSON:
the
hotel, rooms with

Ready-to-we-

Apparel.

ar

new
MORRISON BROS. STORE.
private bath. All THE
Outfitters in ready to wear apparel
accommodations
One for men, women and children. Milfirst class.
Block West of Postoffi.ee.
linery a specialty.
Bottling Works.
i
CAPITAN
European
EL
HOTEL.
KIRBY'S BOTTLING WORKS.
So.
Rooms, 50c; meals. 25c. One
Seed Store.
Main St. Refresh your tmemorjr by plan.
phoning No. 163 for a case of Kir-- block west of depot.
Sc.
ROSWELL
PRODUCE
by's Best.
GRAND CENTRAL
HOTEL: New THE
SEED CO. All kinds of field and
De- management.
&
Woodruff
Freest. Best and largest. Centrally garden seed, write for catalogue.
Building and Loan Associations ly located.
Shoe Stores.
New manage
See R. H. McCune In Patterson's HOTEL SHELBY:
ment.
city.
leading
The
botel
of
the
THE PEELER SHOE STORE. Only
harness store for loans or homes on
exclusive
shoe store. Peters and
H. Kercheval. Prop.
easy payments.
Stetson shoes our specials.
ROSWELL HOTEL.
The Dollar a
Day House, 300 feet west of depot.
RosweU's

Second Hand Stores.

Candy Store.

MORGAN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
KIPLING'S CANDY STORE. Finest
Jewelry Stores.
Dealer in new and second hand
line of candies, shelled nuts, ci
goods.
gars. Hot and cold drinks.
HARRY MORRISON.
The leading
Watches, ROSWELL SECOND HAND STORE.
and exclusive jeweler.
diamonds, jewelry, rich cut glass New and second hand furniture,
Contractors and Builders.
N. Main. Hills & Rogers,
and hand painted China. Sterling! 100-0- 2
Prop. Phone 69.
GARRETT to SPARKS.
Contractors and plated silverware.
and Buiders. Painting and paper- - L. B. BOELLNER. RosweU's 'best MA KIN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
prices paid for second
hanging. P. O. Box 566 459 E. 5th. jeweler. A full line cut glass, hand Highestgoods.
Phone 227.
Hand
painted China, diamonds, etc.

Department Stores.
CO. Dry goods,
JAFFA. PRAGER
doming, groceries and ranch sup

C.

FEINBERG RosweU's new Jew
Sanatorium
eler. Call and see me. at 2034 N
Main St. A swell line of Jewelry.
We repair watches, all work guar- ROSWELL TENT CITY AND SANA
Dr. C. L.
TORIUM, Incorporated.
anteed.
Parsons, Manager.

plies.
Dry
JOYCE PRUIT CO.
Goods.
Lumber Yards.
Clothing. Groceries, etc The largest supply house In the Southwest. PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO.
Wholesale and Retail.
Lumber, shingles, doors, lime. ceJ

ment, paints, varnish and glass.

Drug Stores.

ROSWELL

ROSWELL DRUG & JEWELRY CO.
Oldest drug store in Roswell. All

paint.

Surety Companies.
&

R. H. McCune. agent U. S. Fidelity
Guaranty Co. Bonds on short notice

CO.
LUMBER
Oldest
lumber yard in Roswell. See us lor
all kinds of building materials and

Tailors.

Tailor made suits.
W. P. WOOD:
and pressing, UShi North
things
KEMP LUMBER CO. Call on us fori Cleaning
Shingles, etc We treat Main St. Phone 409.
Lumber.
DANIEL DRUG CO. Headquarters you
right.
East 4th. St.
for drugs, wall paper, paints, var-

Transfers.

nish.

Life Insurance.
ROBERT BALLARD. The Reliable
CAPITAL LIFE INSURANCE
CO., Transfer man. Down town phone
phone 426.
K. C DYE WORKS : Recently estab-- j Denver Col.. A Western Oo., for the 224. Residence
The largest divi ANGELL'S GENERAL TRANSFER
Hsoed here. Cleaning and pressing Western people.
dend payer in the business. See us Safe and Piano Moving a specialty.
aits made to order, phone 617.
before you buy, no trouble to show Phone 378. Cor. Roswell Hdw. Co.
our policy. Horace A Lay Manager.
Dye

Works.

Electrician&j

Undertakers.

GUNSUL. j Electrical
Mens Furnishers.
DILLEY & SON. Undertakers. Pri
"phonel
Contractor. 303 N. Main.
vate ambulance, prompt service.
E.
A
CO.
H.
WILLIAMS
onlv
The
141. Agent General Electric Co. All;
Under
exclusive Mens Furnishers fa the ULLERY FURNITURE CO.
kinds of electric work.
Pecos Valley.
takers. 'Phone No. 7o or No. ill.

BERNARD

Russell & Brown Dr. T. E. Presley
East 2nd Street
Blacksmiths and Wood
Workmen.
g
a specialty. Call Pnone
and we will call for and deliver
your work. Everything first class, or
money refunded.
Horse-shoein-

127

OSTEOPATHS
B. Huchloion
Dr. C
Dr. flary B. Hutchinson

QradaAtM of thu American School of
Oateopatoy, KJaksvUle Mlaaoni.
2 f 1 K.4tfc Si.
Ufc mamrU .t bean.
fee. 7e- -

W.CXItdd.

J. M.Uervey.

Reid & Dervey
LAWYERS
Room 9, Texas Block. Phone 5x1

JHAMBERUIKS

SPECIALIST.

EYE EAR. NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hours: 9 to 12 a, m. S to 4 p.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block

Forester Pinchot Says He Does Not
Believe That Such a Charge Will
Ever Be Made, Although Charges
Will Be Made for Water for Power
Purposes.

matter.
The way the train comes in from
the north, after nightfall in the ma
jority of cases also calls for anore
light at the depot. With the amount
of passenger travel over the Santa Fe
to this point it does seem as though
the officials of the Toad would try to
accommodate the traveling public in
this small particular, at J east.
o

Labor Convention in Toledo.
Toledo, O., June 3. The Internation
al Union of Steam, Hot Water and
power Pipe Fitters convened in bien
nial session in Toledo today. Matters
affecting the wage scale in many cit
Washington, June 3. The faaimers ies will be considered.
o
in the West have been greatly alarmThe local lodge of Elks put 'through
ed in the last few weeks y the per
with
sistent circulation of a report to the five candidates Saturday night,
The new
ceremonies.
effect that the administration was pre appropriate
paring to make a change for water members are I. S. Osborne, of Carls
derived from the National forests and ban; Felix Herbert, of Texico: J. B.
used for irrigation and other general Kipling. Phil Helmig, and Hugh Mor
purposes. The report, it appears, has row, of Roswell.
not the slightest basis of fact, and
has been denied by officials of the
Forest Service.
People of the section of the West
where irrigation has been such an im
portant factor in development were
naturally much concerned in the rumored charge tor water coming from
the National Forests. The interests
of people concerned with forestry and
irrigation aire much the same, as the
steady flow of moat of the irrigating
streams is absolutely dependent on the

Have You

preservation of the forest watersheds.
In a letter to Hon. Edward T. Taylor of Glenwood Springs, Ookmadcx
concerning the rumored charge for
waiter for irrigation. Forester Pinchot
says that he does not believe that
there ever (Mould be, or ever will be
a charge for water for irrigation.
The erroneous report was founded on
regarding
misrepresentations
the
charges which electric power compan
pay
use
required
to
for
and ocies are
cupancy of lands in the National For
ests for reservoir sites, conduit rights
of way, and power stations. This
charge is solely for the use of the
lands, based on their value for such
purposes, and is not in any sense
a charge for water. The appropriat
ion and use of water is regulated sole
ly by the State and the Forest Service
has no juisdiction in .the matter.
In the case of irrigation projects.
the Forest Service, does not even
charge for the use of lands for reser
of per
voir and canals. Hundred
mits have been issued by the Forester
to ocupy and use National Forest
lands for irrigation reservoirs and con
duits and such permits are always
granted free.
WEALTHY WOMAN IS
CHARGED WITH MURDER.
Sioux Falls. S. D., June 3. Charged
with a crime, for fiendish and inhu
man cruelty, can scarcely be surpass
ed In the criminal annals of South
Dakota. Mrs. Moses Kauffma-n- wife of
a millionaire .brewer of this city, will
be placed on trial for her life at Flan- dneau, in Moody county, this week.
tomorrow.
The case will be called
when attorneys for the accused wo
man will probably attempt to secure
another delay. The case wes set for
trial here on May 21, last, but Judge
Smith brought the proceedings to a
sudden end by declaring a fair trial
impossible in this county and granting a change of venue to Moody county, which adjoins this county on the
.

north.
The crime for which this woman of
wealth and fashion is facing the gallows is the murder of Agnes Poloris,
aged 16, a Boheman girl who died
under terrible and suspicious circumstances at a Sioux Falls hospital ear
ly last year. Prior to her death the
victim had been employed as a domestic by Mrs. Kauffman. Rumors of
fiendish brutalities practiced on tne
maid by the brewer's wife caused the
body to be exhumed.
It was found
to be a mass of bruises, scalds and
cuts and there was every appearance
that tile girl had met death by vio
lence. At the preliminary hearing oth
er servants of the Kauffman household
testified that Mrs. Kauffman. animated apparently by an insane hatred to
ward the girl, had often "beaten and
otherwise abused her and upon one
occasion had forced her to take a
bath in scalding water.
and
Mrs. Kauffman was arrested
lodged in jail to protect her from the
fury of a mob, composed marnly or
women, which hooted and howled and
spat upon the former society leader,
punishments.
threatening
terrible
When the clamor had subsided Mrs.
Kauffman was released on a bail of
$25,000, and has since spent most of
her time at a northern summer resort
Last winter it was rumored that the
incident against the woman would
be quashed and all proceedings against
her be dropped because of lack of
Recent actions
sufficient evidence.
of the prosecuting officials belie this

cottage for sale? I
have buyers for cottage
homes ranging from
A

$1000 to $2000. Give
me a trial if you want

to sell.

R. H. McCune
In Patterson's Harness Store.
Proposals for Bridge.
The Board of County Commissioners of Chaves county, N. M., will on
the Sth day of July, 1907, consider
sealed proposals for the construction
of a public highway bridge, of metal
and concrete, 260 feet long, roadway
16 feet wide, over the Pecos River
at the selected site near Hagerman,
Chaves county, N. M.
Each bidder to furnish plans and
specifications at his own expense,
and a certified check in the sum of
one thousand dollars must accompany each bid to show good faith,
checks to be returned to all except
the successful bidder, and to him on
entering satisfactory contract and
filing approved bond in the sum of
sixty per cent of contract price. Contractor to furnish all material, labor,
bridge
etc., construct and complete
at his own expense. Bridge to be completed In December, 1907, at which
time one-hal- f
of contract price will be
paid and the other one half to be
paid In June, 1908.
All bids must be filed with the Probate Cleric at Roswell, N. M., not later than 10 a. m., July 8th, 1907.
Blue print profile of soundings and
elevations may be had on application.
The Board reserves the right to
reject any and all bids.
By Order of the Board,
W. M. ATKINSON,
Chairman.
Roswell, N. M., May 15, 1907
Sale of Estray Horses.
By order of the Cattle Sanitary
Board of New Mexico, and in accordance with Sec. 223, Compiled Laws of
New Mexico, I will sell at public auction to the highest bidder,
unless
sooner claimed by the owner, one
brown mare, sixteen hands high, nine
or ten years old, branded with lazy
"E" on right thigh, and "R" on right
jaw; also one yearling Alley,

EL PASO MAY LEARN
THrNGS FROM ROSWELL.
A Roswell: man named McMurray
'liked the looks of RosweU's beautifully shaded streets when he first struck
the town, and he is going to do his
part to keep the good work going.
A few .miles east of Roswell he is

planting 100,000 trees, amd he says
this is only a beginning. Believing
in the great value to Roswell of her
sntaignificent tows of rtiree
he has
started with $25 a und to plant trees
in the vacant spaces along the streets
There is no particular reason why
EH
Paso should wait for the Eagle
Dam to be built in the hope that she
will then get cheap water for trees
along the streets. It is not to be supposed for a minute that we would
have open ditches through the streets
Hence we shall have to instal a system of pipes and faucets no matter
where the primary source of the wa- ter supply may be.
It will take ten years to grow a fair
sized tree, and ten years is a long)
time to wait. If we start now we can
not have trees of much consequence
before about 1917. Possible some
wiiy might be devised by which the
water company might furnish river
water for an auxiliary supply for the
street trees and parks and sprinkling.
Anyhow, wouldn't it be a good idea
to get the movement started ?
Prettily shaded drives and walks
in the city and out would help great
ly to encourage the
leisure
class to spend time here and, invest.
They would also add much to the
pleasure of life for .all of us.
By the way, we must not let anything whatever interfere with a Business Men's Excursion the first week
in October, to Roswell. Carlsbad and
other points on the Pea vine; and to
Santa Fe Central; Rock Island, and
Atchison territory, including Deming.
Silver City, the Rio Grand Valley.
Albuquerqoie, Torrance Santa Rosa.
Tuoumeari, and as many points ,as can
oe made m am eight or ten day trip.
A suggested itinerary begins with
Silver City, and runs around by way
of Rincon, Albuquerque the Santa Fe
Central, Torrance, Roswell .by automo- 01 le line), Carlsbad, Pecos and home.
Santa Rosa, Tucumca.ri. and other
points should be included in the one
trip of it cam possible .be arranged.
El Paso Herald.
well-to-d-

o-

R. E. LUND
LAWYER
Specialty nininc Law
Navajo Block. - - 8 J4 N. Main.

VERY BEAUTIFUL
HEAS. AT
,

SWEET

.

Alameda Greenhouse.
Telephone

14.

If 70a nave a trade proposition
any kind see as. CarlXoa Jk Bell.

in-

variably core an ordinary attack of
diarrhoea.
It can always be depended upon,
even in the more severe attacks of
cramp colic and cholera morbns.
It is equally successful for summer
diarrhoaa and cholera infantum in
children, and Is the means of saving;
the lives of many children each year.
When reduced with water and
sweetened it is pleasant to take.
Every man of a family should keep
this remedy in his home. Buy it now.
Labvob Size, Sue.
Price. 25c.
1

Record Want Ada, Get Beeulta.

one-side-

Denver, May 17.

o

TAKING WATER FROM
THE HONDO RESERVOIR.
The attention of The Record has
been called to the fact that the El
Paso and Southwestern Railway Company have decided to divert the Rio
Bonito river to the west and pipe the
greater part of its water to the town
of Carrizozo, for the use of the engines of that line, the remainder of
the waiter to flow into the Rio Grande.
The cost of this work will be about
one and a half .millions of dollars.
At the present time the waters of
this stream flow into the Pecos river
and are used for irrigation purposes
up and down the valley. The flood
waters are diverted into the Hondo
reservoir. There seems to be a nice
Can the
question of law involved.
waters being used in the Pecos valley
purposes
be diverted
for irrigating
by a corporation for use over the
mountains to the west of us?

n

WATCH AND LISTEN
tor

Gronsky's Ice Cream Wagon
Gronsky's New Ice Cream Wagon makes daily
tours of the city. It can be found on the streets
at all hours of the day. Those' wishing Ice
Cream delivered can call Phone No. 179 and the
wagon will be sent around at once. Our Ice
Cream is first class in every respect, the next
time the wagon passes your way try some. You
will know it by the jingle of the Sleigh Bells.

Sale in front of R. D. Bell's office
on Main street, at 3 p.' m., June 24,
1907.
L. J. RICHARDS,
Inspector Dist. No. 5.
rumor, although many Sioux Falls peo (mon.
t4.)
pie still believe that Mrs. Kauffman
will never be tried.
It is rumored that attorneys for the
accused woman, who include some of
Uie leading legal lights of the Northwest, will as a final resort enter a plea
of insanity, alleging that Mrs. Kauff-man- 's
mind was temporarily deranged by the untimely death of her daugh
ter, thus leading to a .mad hatred of
all young girls. This theory is borne
Fairbanks-Morsout by the statements of young women formerly employed at the Kauffman .mansion, who assert that they
were often awakened in the middle of
the night to find the brewer's wife
beside their bed. glaring with the mal
evolent light of insanity gleaming in
her ferocious eyes, until the frightenen
ed victim of her hatred Jied from the
house. At other times, friends of Mrs
sit
Kauffmann declare she would
brood tag for tiours at a time before
5--

power

A few doses of this remedy will

-

he Has played into the (hanfla of the
worst possible , poUitioal . influences.
Greatly as Mr. Hageirraanr has been
wronged, It Is nothing in comparison
to the wrong put upon good and honest government in this whole section
of the country. Even the President's
best friends feel tMs amd regret most
keenly his unfortunate and
action in the matter. To right the
wrong in some way done to Mr. Hager
man is only common decency but to
right the wrong done to the ennwo of
honest government in New Mexico is
a 'matter of national importance.
The statements made to Mr. Roosevelt were
untair, and prac
tically untrue, and little or no oppor
tunity was given for the presentation
of the facts in the case. It was stab
bing a 'man behind his back when chat
man was at home doing his duty, and
that, too, in the .most courageous man
ner. The fact that the president was
a long way from the scene made it
all the more imperative that his ac
tion should not have been either has
ty or impulsive, it .is such unfortunate things as this that make those
who would like to admire the presi
dent skeptical of his real administrative power or judicial ability.
Indirectly, it has done great harm
Mr. Hagerman
in another direction.
is a man who has trained himself for
public life, and made a careful study
His experof political movements.
ience and life 'have fitted him for a
career of great possible usefulness,
amd this is another case where the
politician wins out against jmst the
cort of man that is needed in our American public life, and it is most discouraging to earnest and able young
men who wish to give themselves unselfishly to the service of their country.
A WESTERNER.

WESTERN MAN'S VIEW
OF H AGE R MAN'S REMOVAL.
(A letter published May 21. in the
New York Evening Post.)
To the Editor of the Evening Post:
Sir: To those who know the problems of this part of the west and the
efforts of true and intelligent men to
keep the cause of honesty in the saddle, the removal of Governor Hagerman of New Mexico by the president
is more than a disaster it is a calao
mity, the effects of which will be felt
for long yeaa-- s to come.
Artesian Well Meeting.
Nothing
could be more discouraging to earn- From Deming Graphic.
est and true men who are seriously
A meeting of our citizens was held
trying to stand for what is decent in a.t Clark's opera house last Saturday
public affairs.
night, the assemblage Jiving been callNo one who knows at all the ooliti- - ed to order for the purpose of receivoal situation in New .Mexico would ing the report of the artesian well
!ihink of questioning the statement comimittee, which was brought about
that for years there has been an un by the fact that the artesian well had
usual amount of corruption in the ad- reached the contracted depth of 1200
ministration of many of its offices. feet.
This has been notorious, and the ap
A fair number of our citizens were
pointment of Mr. Haigenman was hail- - present at the meeting which was call
id with great joy by every lover of ed to order by electing Mr. R. C. Ely
srood government.
It brought couraee chairman. Dr. Swope, in behalf of .the
and hope to those who had great rea committee, stated that the contract
son Heretofore for feeling hopeless. for sinking the well 1200 feet had
Mir. Hagerman is not only from
a been fully complied with, and that the
home of rare cultivation and intelli- amount of money subscribed .by the
gence, but of unquestioned character. town had been collected and turned
He is a university man who has been in for its purpose.
well trained in public matters, and
The well has reached a depth of
fook up his task with the highest 1200 without artesian water having
ideals and great ambition to give his been found, and the" sense of the meet
territory a clean administration and ing was that a conference be held
to drive out the practices that had
the committee and Mr. Burdick
be
iisgraced it.
after which another meeting would deAs was expected every corrupt of called. At this meeting it will be
ficial and office seeker, when thev cided what further Jilan.s will be taken
found they could not coerce or frigh- in regard to the artesian well matter.
ten hiim began to plan against him
and eventually sent tneir representaTo Hang a Texas Negro.
tives to Washington to camp there unSan Antonio. Tex., June 3. I'nless
til they had succeeded in poisoning the governor interferes Henry Vaugh-athe mind of Mr. Roosevelt against the
a negro convicted of killing his
new governor, who was making the wife in this city on September 2!t las
fight of his life for what was fair will be hanged this week. The negro
and honest. If the president had tak slashed his wife's throat with a razor
en pains to find out the facts in the and then sat calmly and watched her
case and had been willing to stand die.
out in tne open for the man who w.as
putting up one of the pluckiest fights
$500,000 to loan on Irrigated farma
on record for honest aoverniment Ixmg time loans, interest payable anwhere it was greatly needed, he would nually witn privilege to pay off loan
have rendered a service for
good men and women imight have bless ' before due. J. B. Herbst, Financial
ed him for all time to come. Instead Agent, 303 N. Min. opp. P. O.
A

We have for sale,

l
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LIGHTS URGENTLY NEEDED
AT RAILROAD CROSSINGS.
It has been suggested a number of
times to the Record that comment be
made on the darkness of the streets
where tfney cross the railroad. SeverFARMERS NEED NOT PAY FOR al of these are in absolute darkness,
WATER TAKEN FROM FORE8T
notably Second street and Fifth street
RESERVES FOR IRRIGATING
where they cross the railroad. They
should be better lighted and it seems
as though the railroad company should
be compelled ibo put in these lights
and bear the cost of operating them.
This is the common method in such
cases, and it seems to be up to the
ALL RUMORS ARE FALSE city council to do something in this

PUc Service Corporations.

KSTSS

fire insurance companies.
with us. 303 N. Main St

N. M.

leged, the girl's another breamed that
great trouble, and
her daughter was-in
so fri&nfied did
that .she
asked a merchant to telephone to
Sioux Falls and inquire about Agnes.
Ait that instant he was called to the
telepone amd received a message announcing the girl's death.

at a bargain, a four horse

e

ASOLINE ENGINE

portrait of her deceased
daughter, occasionally breaking forth
blasphemies
into' wild. demoniacal
against Ood for depriving toer of her
loved one.
Agnes Polorea was a Boheman girl
and eooid apeak a little English. Onthe night before Iter death, it la al-

a

life-size-

d

"

Entire outfit in good condition. Apply at
Record of fice,

THE MORRISON

THE MORRISON

BROS.' STORE.

BROS.

STORE.

Mrs. B. F. Harlow left this morning
for Lexington, Va., where she will

visit her parents. She will also take
in the Jamestown Exposition, and will
make a short stop at St. Louis on her

WE'RE GOING TO

lis a

Make

way home.

Stirring Week

the Ladies

in

and

Ready-toWe- ar

UNDER

PRICE

Mrs. Rosa Parroti and Miss Kate
Council, the former a sister and the
latter a cousin of M. B. Carton, left
Sunday morning for their home in
Mayfield, Ky., after a three weeks vi
sit with Mr. Garton and family.

PRICE

Heir Happy

o
A Quick Meal Gasoline
Range Will Do It.

We'll Tell You How.

Rev. E. McQueen Gray, of Carls
sermon
bad, preached the morning
at St. Andrew's Episcopal church yes
terday. His subject was "Love." The
Holy Communion was administered
by the Rector, Rev. C. F. C. Lonberg.

It Reads as follows:
list of Great Values for the public convenience.
25 Per Cent Off on women's Tailored Suits.
25 Per Cent Off on Sik and Jumper Dresses.
25 Per Cent Off on White and Colored Wash Dresses.
25 Per Cent Off on Skirts in Black and Colors.
25 Per Cent Off on Waists in White and Colors.

We Have arranged a

i

GwOaEse

Mrs. C. M. Heaton and her friend,
Miss Adda May Ranney, the tatter
of Columbus, Ohio, came up Saturday
from the ranch owned by Mrs. Hea
ton near Hagerman, for a few days
visit to Roswell.
Miss Alma Brodnax, a niece of Mrs.
R. M. Parsons and a sister of Mrs.
Bowman, arrived Saturday in Roswell
from her home in Bastrop, La., She
wil'l remain with Mrs. Bowman for
an extended visit.

Millinery Department.
UNDER

.

Ktati

that place.
I

A

.

Why

Roy Parsons, one of the obliging
clerks in the postomoe, went to Elida
Sunday morning to spend tne day
with his brother, who is the book
keeper for the Kemp Lumber Co. at

k

".Busy

-

parent On her retam she win stop
for a short, visit with friends at Car
thage, Mo. '

I

I

25 Per Cent Off on Silk and Cravenette Coats.
25 Per Cent Off on Lawn Kimonos, Dressing Saques and Wrappers.
25 Per Cent Off on Children's Dresses in White and Colors.

S. W. Gilbert stopped over for the
day in Roswell. He is on his way
from his home in Artesia to Fulton,
Mo., where he will Join Mrs. Gilbert
who is visiting there. They will re
turn to Artesia after several weeks.
Thos. E. Milholland, of Gunter, Tex.
an experienced Christian evangelist,
has begun a series of sermons under
the big tent, corner Richardson and
Fourth streets. All are welcome, but
a special invitation is extended to lov
era of truth.

r

0"

ake Yout Own Tiling

Roy Mumger and wife and C. W. De- Frees t went down on Mr. Munger's
a.uto to Lakewood on Saturday. Mr.
DeFreest who returned this morning
Ion the train reports having an enjoy
able trip, the roads being in fairly
good condition.

THE PLEASURE
is ours when you come in and look at
1!

our splendid

as-

sortment of Clothes. The pleasure will be yours if you
If we could get you to
buy and wear one of our Suits.
try some of our good clothes," we wouldn't have to talk to
They're the clothes that you
you any more about them.
wantthey satisfy in every way the makers are Alfred
Benjamin & Co.. Hart, Schaffner & Marx, and S. M. & S..

I

and Eagle

Negligee

Shirts.

New

taste.

will please your

Underwear. Hosiery. Neckwear and everything in Men's
nCdl

dUKJ5 IHU51

The Right Place

For The Correct
Style
at the
Proper Price.

dill dlllVOljr

Copyright 1906 by Hart Schaffner W Marx

MORRISON BROS. & CO,

If Your Purchase
Does Not Please
la Every Way we
will Return Your
Money.

.J

LOCAL HEWS.
"Mephisto's Son," Majestic, 10c
has
Jeweler,
Boellaer, the
S7tt
cheaper.
FOR RENT:
North Ky.

pi IIAH1.

this mornings train for a business trip
of two days.
B. B. Ciark arrived from Sulphur
Springs, Okla.. on a prospecting trip,
Saturday evening.
District Clerk S. I. Roberts went
to Carlsbad Saturday evening to
spend Sunday.
D. Y. Tamlinson went down the
road Sunday evening in the interests
of Swift & Co.

Furnished room.

.

104

The piano numbers for the Vocal
RecKal will charm and delight. Adthe
Miss Nina RaWs Song Recital
mission 35 cents.
treat of the season. .
Artistic and charming will be the
program on Tuesday evening, at
Boellaer,
Kyea tested tree tt L. E
M. E. Church South. .
Jeweler and Optician.
A card ra the Roswell Trade direc
tory brings results and keeps your
Look tor the Program of Mlse
name before tne people.
Rabb's Vocal RecKal.
Hon; J. O. Cameron and Judge A.
Emmefct Pattern spent Sunday with A. Freeman returned to their homes
uagerman.
ax
at Carlsbad Saturday evening.
his family
'--

J

for the entertainment
The entire program on .Tuesday ev onAdmission
Tuesday evening, at the M. E.
will oe pieasrag. near n--.
Church. South, will oe 35cts.

came np Suoday noralng and spent
C. C Womack, the local representa
the oat wtn nie numij.
tive of Swift & Co., went up to the
Sunday morning.
Remember the DATE. TIME AND Belea
PLACE, of the Song RecMal.
Miss Estes Beck is expected home
from Cotter College, NeC L. Higday came up this morning Wednesday
vada, Missouri, where she has been
from Artesfck to spend the day.
,
at school for the last two years.
Tuesday evening at 8:00 o'clock at
. M. Robertson left this morning
the M. E. Church South, Song Recital.
Kansas City .whers he will visit
lis parents for the neit six weeks.
33 ctrrs admission to tie Vocal Recital, Tuesday evening at the M. E. 1
The Daniel Drug Store or the Pec- Church" South.
o Valley Drug Co., for tickets to the
J. X-- Dunn went up to Texioo on Concert June 4th. Admission 3C cts.
cut-of- f

-

V

,

-

1309 North Washington Ave.

3. S. SweDDSOGH

Mrs. Nathan Jaffa and two younger
5 FOR 800
children left for Denver, Colo., Sun
5 acres of splendid land withday morning to meet Miss Julia Jaf
fa, who bas been attending school tor in one block
of Main Street for
expect
year
in that city. They
the last
to spend the summer in Colorado, $800. An investment here will
Mr. Jaffa accompanied them as far
beat 12 per cent interest.
las Amarillo.
Carlton & Bell.
Mrs. A. Print and her daughter, Eli
zabeth, left .this morning for Lexing
ton, Va., to attend the Commence PRELIMINARY STEPS TOWARD
ORGANIZATION OF Y. M. C. A.
ment exercises of the Washington and
A meeting was held at the ChrisLee University, the school which Ber
I
nie Pruit is attending. From there tian church Sunday afternoon for the
they will go to Jamestown before re purpose of considering the matter of
turning home.
organizing a branch of the Y. M. C.
Miss Adelia I. Morgan went north A. in Roswell. The meeting was pre
Sunday morning as far as Amarillo sided over by R. E. Lund, and brief
Lto arrange for a series of concerts to talks were made by Rev. H. F. Ver
be given at several ' towns between million, Rev. John W. Smith, Rev.
Roswell and Amarillo by the "Men- Edwin Emerson Davis, Elder C. C.
I
delssohn Trio," which is composed Hill, Judge William H. Pope, Dr. C
of Miss Morgan, Mrs. Cook and Mrs T. 'McClatte, Mr. R. H. Kemp and
Ellis. Mrs. Cook and Mrs. Ellis will Mr. Leslie, a traveling man. As a re
join Miss Morgan in a few days.
sult of the meeting a committee was
appointed to investigate the details
The Hondo Stone Manufacturing of organisation and report
on the
Company has made arrangements to practicability of establishing such an
i natal new brick making
machines, institution. On motion of Dr. McClane
which will give the plant a capacity of the committee was selected from all
about 50,000 day. They are also mak the churches of the city, as follows:
ins: new arrangements in regard to
M. E. Church,
South, Dr. F. N.
machines for making tiling and are Brown and Col. R. M. Parsons.
now better prepared to serve tne pub
Methodist Episcopal, J. E. Hender
lic with their products than ever be son and C. H. Spencer.
fore.
Christian, Dr. C. T. McClane and
W. H. Burnett.
Mrs. O. H. Butler, Deputy Supreme
Baptist, R. H. Kemp and J. W.
Guardian of the Woodmen Circle, was Gamel.
called to FJ Paso Sunday morning on
Judge Wm- - H. Pope
urgent business by her husband, the andPresbyterian,
R. E. Lund. .
Evening
managing
editor of the
St, Andrew's Episcopal, George
News. Mrs. Butler will return to Ros- Buffum.
well and resume the organization of
Jewish Congregation, Nathan Jaffa.
the new Grove of Woodmen Circle,
auxiliary to the W. O. W., just as CHINESE RESTAURANT
soon as the business for which she
CHANGES HANDS.
was called can be disposed of.
Ma Boon has bought the Metropoli
tan Restaurant on Main street near
Second, from Tee Quong and will con
$
800
$
duct tt in future. The contract calls
The 800 above means that for
the payment of all debts by Yee
80t5.
for $800 we can sell you a 110 Quong.
I

Goods. New Patterns. Cuffs attached, plaited or plain bosom.

It

A merry party left this morning for
a three days camping expedition at
the Bottomless Lakes. Those In the
party were Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Veal,
W. C. Winston and family, Mr. and
Mrs. T. H. Maktne, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Daniel, Ross and Earl Malone.

I. S. Osburae, J. H. Holt, L. F.
Crawford, J. R. Linn and Tobe Ca-zier all returned to their homes in
Carlsbad Sundiay evening. They came
up to attend the special meeting of
the Elks on Saturday evening when
several candidates were initiated Into
the lodge.

Summer Fixings For Men
& W.

States that you can make your own
Tiling Cheap, or I can sell you a county
Right. Address me at
ed

W. H. Godalr, president of the First
National Bank, went south Sunday
en his return to his home in Chicago. He intends to stop a few days in
St. Louis. Mr. Godair has spent the
last two weeks in Roswell looking after the many interests he has here.

and it bears the Morrison Bros. name.

Manhattan. E.

I am now prepared to make you a Tile
Mould of any aize. I have the only improvement in the Tile Mould in the Unit-

Rupert F. Asphind, of the Univer
sity of New Mexico at Albuquerque,
went to Portales Sunday morning in
the interest of the scnool. He will go
to Carlsbad Monday evening, and return to Roswell Wednesday to take
the auto for home.

I

Mohler Temple returned to his
Geo. D. Woodson, a representative
name in Artesia Sunday evening. He Of tl finnnaiwln Cnnl..
o
J
J T. VL DU
JJIlSunday
has been employed in a local print Louis, went up the road
morn- '

shop.

ris

m

o

or

xi i s

company.

A full grown apple orchard near
Mrs. E. Bochman left this morn
Roswell.
A fine proposition, will
for a three months visit to her old
trade for cattle. A. O. MlHice, Ros- ing
home in Ohio. She will stop off in
well, N. M.
80t4 wtl.
going for a visit of three weeks in
G. R. Prunty, who owns an interest
in the Cash Grocery Store came in
Mrs. H. T. Stanfield left this morn
Sunday with a car load of house
ing for Amarillo. Mr. Stanfield will
hold goods.
join her there tomorrow and they will
then go to Stockton, Cal., where they
Tom Waller, of Lakewood, came up expect
to locate.
this morning from the lower valley
to endeavor to recuperate from a bad
Dr. T. E. Presley and his two sons.
attack of grip- Kelsey and Palmer, left this morning
lor a ten or fifteen days cam pine trio
J. H. Mullis. of the Peons V&llev o ue mountains.
Lumber Co., drove down to Hagerman
Saturday evening to spend Sunday
Mrs. Richard Gayle returned home
with home folks.
Saturday evening from Big Lake,
wasnr, wnere ebe was called av the
Go to the Pecos Valley Drug Co.
of her sister, who died while
or the Daniel Drug Store to get your illness
sne was mere.
tickets for the Song Recital on Tuesday evening, June 4th.
D. H. Bradbury, a printer, who has
o
been working In the 4ocal print shops
Tickets for the Musical at the M. for the last seven months, left this
E. Church, Tuesday evening are on morning for Galveston. Texas where
sale at The Daniel Drug Store and fie expects to remain.
Pecos valley Drug Co.
G. L. Wyllys and wife left this morMrs. A. B. Dunn, of Monroe, Louis- ning for Orange Court House, Va.. Mr.
iana, a sister of Mrs. R. M. Parsons Wyllys' old home. From there they
take ra Jamestown, Washington
anved In Roswell Saturday night for will ooner
ami
eastern cities.
a months visit with her sister.
-

,

ne

Teeple. the Hagerman
and hardware merchant, returned
to his borne Saturday after spending
the day tn Roswell on business.
A. R.

Miss Hal lie Manning returned borne
Saturday evening from Dallas, Texas,
where she has been attending St.
Mary's for the last nine months.

ft. front fot on Main Street if
The Wool Market.
St. Louis, Mo., June 3. Wool stea
Carlsold in next few days.
dy. Territory and western mediums,
ton & Befl.
mie medium, isfgzj.; nne,

W. S. Prager's beautiful residence
on South Main is offered for sale for
the first time. Business reasons only
induce Mr. Prager to part with his
fine home. We have an exceptionally
low price on this property for the
next 30 days. Will be pleased to show
it to any prospective purchaser. Carl
ton & BelL
o
Beautiful house for sale, .1202 N. Ky.
strictly
rooms,
6
mod re", shade
J. Mack Smith, an old resident ' of trees, shrubbery and nice lawn.
sy terms. 200 Lea ave., TeL 534.
tne Pecos Valley,- tout now of Mineral
63t24.
Wells, Texas, left for his home Sun
day morning. - after a week's business
visit at Roe well and Artesia.FOR 8ALE OR TRADE.
A splendid hotel proposition, a mon
Mrs. E. C. Gaddis left this snorhing ey maker the first day and every day.
for Aloroaaitown. West Virginia, where Dent pass this up. Bee CARLTON
she will spend the summer with her
BELL. .
-

Card of Thanks.
Mott and son desire to
return thanks to the members of the
G. A. R., to Rev. G. W. Read, the
Choir of the First Methodist Episcopal church iand other friends who bo
kindly assisted them during the past
few days.
MRS. A. K. MOTT,
CLIFTON MOTT.
Mrs.

Son." Majestic,

JUVA

10c.

A. K.

Two Thousand Machinists Strike.
Cleveland, O., June 3. Two thousand machinists in shops where the
union demand for a nine hour day
was refused went on a strike today.

Electric Fans.

Majestic,

10c.

Makin's 2nd Hand Store
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Furniture' Stoves, Queensware
and Granitware.
Everything for Everybody.
If you cant find what you
want to buy or can't sell what
yon want to sell. Call on

cv.i;
1517.

"Mephisto's

J

WILL SPEND $9,000.00
ON CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
Workmen are today tearing out a
part of the walls of the Christian
church, incidental to the complete rearrangement or the old church building. The plans call for the building
of a wing on each side of the building
and the expenditure of about nine
thousand dollars in this work. Ths
new auditoriiran, when completed, will
be one of the handsomest and largest
in the city and will have a seating capacity of seven hundred. It is expected the work will require about three
months for its completion.
In the
meantime services will be held at
the Auditorium.

Robert Makin,
Phone 227.

GRAPE

109 N. Main St.

JUICE

This is guaranteed to be the finest and purest unfermented grape juice on the market.
pint-2cts 1 pint 40 cts 1 quart 75 cts.
t
For Sale by the
0

Daniel Drug Company

